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Welcome back Garden City Middle School students and Happy 2022! With 2021 behind us, we hope to
have a better year than last year. In 2021, the middle school was remote and hybrid for the majority of the year.
In March, we came back to in-person teaching. In December, we started to see a rise in Covid cases in the middle
school and throughout the district.  Due to this,  Garden City Public Schools have offered remote learning option for
students for the first two weeks of January.  Let's hope this is temporary and everyone is back at the end of January!
To the Garden City Middle School, the New Year is a time to restart. Let's make the best of this. Happy New Year!

New Beginnings!
A New School Year and a New Principal!
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Introducing our NewPrincipal, Mr. Samuelson

						 By: Julia Spitaleri and the Journalism Class
As most of us know, Mr. Samuelson is the new principal of Garden City Middle School, but you
may not know a lot about him. This information might answer some of your questions. Before his teaching
career, Mr. Samuelson was a children’s book editor. Mr. Samuelson has worked at the middle school
and high school levels as an English teacher in Westchester and really enjoyed it. He went on to become
an assistant principal in Westchester. Have you ever wondered why Mr. Samuelson came to this school?
“I think middle schools often get left out of conversations because it is like the middle child. I have always liked
the children in the middle level. I think my sense of humor is for middle graders. When the opportunity came
to me, I took it. I saw that Garden City was about things I was interested in such as education, sports, and music.”
Mr. Samuelson has a different schedule every day as far as meetings and other administrative obligations with
some days being lighter, and some days, heavier. However, his favorite thing about being principal is going into
classrooms and observing the learning going on. He says that GCMS should be a place where the interests of the
students are discovered and explored.  Also, "It's important to listen to the students, staff, and parents if there are any
problems. Every day is like overcoming obstacles, and I like a good challenge and helping to make things better.”
Mr. Samuelson’s goals or aims for the school is to make this feel like school again (as in before COVID), to have a wellness
room to unwind in, and to have more opportunities for students.  He also just wants to get to know the building, staff, and students
for a while to see what changes are needed.One of his biggest goals is to get new paint jobs for all the classrooms and hallways.
As far as Mr. Samuelson’s personal life goes his favorite colors are red and green; his favorite foods are carrots,
hot sauce, and spicy Thai food; he enjoys reading dark comedies and Steven King; he has two cats, Winter and Oliver,
and a rescue dog, Teddy . In Mr. Samuelson's free time, he does crossword puzzles, reads, plays/watches baseball (he's
a Mets fan), and other outdoor activities.  He finds crossword puzzles and meditation calming and a good way to relax.  
When asked if he had favorite quote he stated, “Rivers know this: there is no hurry. We shall get there some day”'
from A. A. Milne,Winnie the Pooh. Even though Mr. Samuelson was an English teacher, his favorite subject is math.
As time goes on, we will continue to learn more about Mr Samuelson. We are lucky to have him be a part of our daily
life and welcome him to the Garden City family!
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Asteroids On Their Way

News

By: Casey Dennis

Several asteroids are supposed to pass by Earth in October and
November. One of these asteroids is named SM3. The asteroid will most
likely zoom by on Friday, October 15th. This asteroid has a 525 foot
diameter. This is larger than the Pyramid of Giza, but smaller than the
Washington Monument. At its closest, the asteroid will be passing 3.6
million miles away from Earth. As far away as this sounds, it is closer
than Venus is to Earth and is classified as a NEO (Near Earth Object).  
Asteroids are one of the many things scientists can’t quite figure out how
to avoid. Thankfully, it is unlikely that any of the asteroids will hit Earth.

How the Pandemic Impacted the Gender Gap in the
Workplace
By:Amanat Deviki Jain
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During the height of the pandemic, when almost everyone was at
home, the children were online or hybrid (in school a few days and online
the rest), and some adults were working remotely. Now we are all trying to
find our footing in a changed world; a very different one that we left two
years ago. But as the men and women go back to work, what has happened
to the gender gap in the workplace? Has it increased? Has it decreased? How
did the pandemic impact different countries' women workforce? Did the
women in developing countries take a harder hit than developed countries?
Did the women who were earning their degrees go back to college?
The pandemic impacted the workplace from several different
aspects such as low-paying jobs like truck drivers, waiterst, and waitresses,
caregivers etc. In April 2020, a record number of Americans were given
leave, permanent or temporary from their jobs. Even after the world began
to open up again, 7.67 million people remain unemployed either out of
choice, necessity, or a hope for a better job elsewhere. Women's jobs are
1.8 times more vulnerable to the COVID-19 pandemic than men's jobs.
Women also make up about 39 percent of global employment but
are 54 percent of overall job losses. These numbers are living proof that
gender inequalities still exist. We live in this world and know very well
that while people today are more progressive than previous generations,
there are still a lot of women who are forced into gender roles by older
generations and hardwired gender stereotypes. Women do an estimated
seventy-five percent of the world's unpaid-care work including: childcare,
caring for the eldery, cooking, and cleaning. In some places in South
Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa, women take upon as much as
eighty to ninety percent of unpaid work. The women who are forced
to take on family responsibilities, decrease their chances of women
participating in professional and technical roles and assuming leadership
jobs. COVID-19 has largely increased the time women spend on family
responsibilities by an estimated thirty percent in India, and by 1.5 to 2.0
hours in the United States. It is not surprising that women have dropped
out of the workforce at a higher rate than men in the labor market.

Movie Theatres are Back!
By:Aydan Eschmann

Movie theatres are back, and there are some great
movies coming up in 2022! Here are some of the best!
1.Hocus Pocus 2. This fun Halloween classic that came out first in
1993 is finally coming out with their second movie. Fall  2022. Rating:PG.
2. Super Mario Bros. People have been waiting for this
since the first game came out in 1985. This was a popular
80s/90s game that everybody loved. And now their coming out
with a movie! Release Date:December 21, 2022 Rating:PG
3. West Side Story. If you love theatre and musicals this 1957
broadway classic is the one
for you. This new version of
the 1961 movie is coming out
December 2021. Rating: PG13.
4.Shrek 5. Shrek is back! After
11 years since his last movies
(Shrek Forever After, and "Shrek
Scared Shrekless", the short film)
we finally get to enjoy another
comical favorite with Shrek and
his gang. September 30, 2022.
5.Sonic
the
Hedgehog
https://www.google.com/search?q=west+side+story&rl
z=1C1GCEU_enUS917US917&source=lnms&tbm=is
2. This came out in 2020
ch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi1p6nIsOb0AhVLk4kEHSO
and
it
brightened
up
everybody's
quarantine!
Now we can finally see what happens next. April 8, 2022.
6. Spider-Man: No Way Home. The second part of Marvel
franchise will be kicked off December 17, 2021. Rating:PG 13.
7. Minions: The Rise of Gru. THE MINIONS ARE
BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Come see these guys back in action July 1, 2022.
8.Thor: Love and Thunder. Another fun marvel movie! Can this one
beat Ragnorak?  We’ll have to find out on May 6, 2022. Rating:PG13
9. Hotel Transylvania Transformania. The fourth movie of these
hilarious classics will be released January 14, 2022. Rating:PG.
10. Top Gun: Maverick. We’ve been waiting since 1968 for
a sequel and now we’re finally getting one!   May 27, 2022.

Is Artificial Intelligence a Danger to the United
States?
By:Chiara Fascilla

Recently, more and more people have been traveling around the
U.S. As the lines to ID checks and baggage checks grow longer, the later
people are to their flights. As Artificial Intelligence (AI) becomes more
and more advanced, the wait for traveling goes from a fifteen minute wait
for ID and baggage checks, to a shocking record of thirty-six seconds total
(not including the time to walk from place to place). But many people
are worried about the dangers of the new and improved AI technology.
Many questions have been raised around the world about stolen ID’s.
The questions include “Will my ID be stolen?” or “What if my ID gets
hacked?” And as recently discovered, these are dangerous and unfortunate
possibilities. Though your ID can get stolen, the baggage checks do give an
advantage to the U.S Homeland Security Investigations. ( H.S.I ) The new
six second record for the X-Rays are proven to be more effective than the
https://www.google.com/search?q=lake+mead+hoover+dam&rlz=1C1GCEU_enUS917US917&source=ln
ms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi4ydS9u_X0AhVmg-AKHdswBhAQ_AUoAXoECAIQAw&biw=1
1971 five minute bag checks. The X-Ray can detect bombs and smuggled
Lake Mead, Hoover Dam Is Facing A Shortage Of Water drugs in less than 3 seconds. If someone is caught smuggling, they pass
through the police dogs and then the smuggler is arrested. The new AI
By: Melina Mirabella
Hoover Dam's Lake Mead is facing a big water shortage, with its tech can be a very good for flight security, but is it worth the downside?
water levels being the lowest they have been since April 1937, when FDR
GCMS’ Space Exploration
was president. This shortage could be due to the increasing temperatures
By: Max Mariacher and Ethan Chapman
and heat which can be blamed on climate change. Brandon Miller, a
Have you heard about the 7th Grade space project? If you have,
CNN meteorologist states, “Climate change is clearly playing a role, you would know that someone's project in 7th Grade will be going up
as recent years have all been among the hottest in history. The warmer to the International Space Station. In June of 2022, the rocket will take
temperatures are driving that vicious cycle, and making it harder for off sending one experiment into space, but did you know that one of
normal or even above average rainfall years to make a dent in the drought.” GCMS former students works for NASA now? You know the one that
This is a problem for the people that live nearby, and seven neighboring gave you the NASA stickers if she came to your class? Laura Peterson
states. Lake Mead and the Hoover Dam supply water for states and works for NASA social media for Space and Flight Resources. She also
nearby Mexico. In addition, the Hoover Dam powers electric through a lives in California and works for The Armstrong Research Center which
hydroelectric dam. It usually powers 2,074 megawatts and it now powers is in the middle of the desert! This is because they can try out new flight
1,567 megawatts which is about a fourth less than it was. This isn’t good research because it's an open place to take off, and there aren't a lot of
for the eight million people who rely on the hydroelectric dam for electric people around so they can do loud projects or test runs. Laura said that
power. Lake Mead isn’t the only lake that is facing a shortage of water. she would never imagine herself working for NASA when she was in
About a third of the major lakes in the world are drying up. If we don’t middle school (by the way she was a student here). This just is prooff that
act soon to try and save our lakes, there is no telling what will happen. some day, you could be anything you want if you put your mind to it!
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News
Jeopardy! Champion Dethroned After 38 Day Streak
				By: Roman Brunetti

“Jeopardy!” champion Matt Amodio was finally dethroned
on Monday, October 11, after a streak of 38 days. Amodio’s streak
began July 21 and ran until the 11th of October. The streak ranks
2nd of all time, behind Ken Jennings’s record-setting seventy-four day
streak back in 2004. Amodio also racked up $1,518,601, all the fourth
highest amount of all time. In his final game, Amodio started with a
comfortable lead, but his lead dwindled as the game went on, and by
“Final Jeopardy,” both of the other competitors, Jonathan Fisher and
Jessica Stephens, both had more money than him. Amodio then got
the “Final Jeopardy” question wrong, allowing Fisher and Stephens,
who both answered correctly, to pull further ahead, thus eliminating
him from the game. Amodio finished in 3rd, and Fisher ended up as
the new “Jeopardy!” champion. However, Amodio’s legacy on the
game show will not be forgotten, and he will be back in Culver City,
California for the game show’s next “Tournament of Champions.”
			 The Teen Aviator Pilot
			
By: Amishi Sharma
“It’s a dream I’ve had for a really long time, but it always seemed
unrealistic.”-Zara Ruthford. The nineteen year old has set off from land
and is planning to go on the trip of a lifetime according to her parents. Zara
Ruthford prepared for liftoff on August 18th, 2021. This inspired teenager
has gone on a 32,000 mile journey all around the world. She is currently
on a world trip. This courageous nineteen year old girl will be attempting
to try to break the record of the youngest female to fly solo across the
world. Her parents are Sam and Beatrice Rutherford. She has two siblings.
Rutherford will be flying across the Atlantic, Greenland, Canada, and South
Africa. She will be soaring over fify-two countries and all five continents.
Both of Ruthford's parents Sam and Beatrice are advanced pilots,
so this comes almost naturally to her. Rutherford started training when
she was only fourteen years old. However, she just started modern flying
and got her license in 2020. She stated that she already knew the route and
knew what was coming her way. This two month “flytastic” trip is self
funded; Zara sold her car for it. Rutherford compares the fuel for her trip
to the amount used in 10 minutes by a Boeing 774. She is spending a total of
$710 on things such as tree-planting projects to offset her carbon footprint.
The aircraft that she will use is twenty-two feet long. One of her
sponsors for this trip is Shark Aero. Shark Aero arranged for a loan in
order to pay for customised necessities to be added to the plane. One of
the important ones was a second radio. “ Satellite communications which
will allow her to call anyone at any time during the flight.” (CNN) Also,
there will be an additional fuel tank which will come into use when she
will need to add over 1000 kilometers between some of her refueling stops.
This feature is located where the second passenger seat would have been.

Overfishing And What's Happening To Stop It

By: Jack Langley
If overfishing continues to happen, it can and will lead to
detrimental problems; but first, what is overfishing? Well, overfishing is
defined by Merriam Webster Dictionary as: to fish to  the detriment of  
or to the depletion of a kind of organism (marine organism). This simply
means that overfishing is the act of fishing or removing fish from the water
at a faster rate than the rate that the species repopulates. That is a problem
because if certain kind of species declines faster than the reproduction
rate, then the species will shrink until it is considered endangered. If
action still does not take place, the species will go extinct. Unfortunately,
the extinction of one species can lead to a much bigger problem which
is the erosion of the food web of marine animals. However, this also
affects the animals outside of the water. For example, if salmon were
to become extinct, grizzly bears would have to resort to eating mostly
berries and bugs which is a big difference in their diet and probably
unsustainable. They would have to supplement their diet and further
throw off the ecological balance.  What can be done to stop, or at least,
slow overfishing?   In 1976, the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act was passed. This act put in place an annual fishing limit
in all federal waters  All legal fishing companies in the United States are
required by law to follow the fishing limit. The fishing restrictions have
lowered the rate at which fish are overfished, but it still happens, and it is
still is a problem that affects the food chain and the lives of many species.

FormerGarden City Student Works for NASA
By: Ella Clark

Laura Peterson, former Garden City student, works for NASA.  
However, she is not an astronaut that goes into space in a rocket ship.
She works as their Media Fusion Public and Digital Engagement
Specialist for the public and digital engagement aspect of NASA. This
means she plans events and exhibits as well as running the social media
endorsement. To do this job well, you need to be able to speak well in
front of others and present what you are saying and talking about in
a clear manner. Another thing is you need to be enthusiastic to your
audience and make everything sound very exciting. One last thing that
is important for the role of this job is that you need to know your social
media audience. This means that you need to know the make up of the
demographics on social media such as age brackets and if they are male
or female and what they are likely to watch. You also need to figure out
when they are on their phones, so they can see all the content that is
posted at the right time. This all takes a lot of work. Ms. Peterson uses
so much social media for NASA, that she doesn't even use social media
for her personal use. When she was younger, she never imagined this
would be a future job. She went to Germany for four years working in
journalism for the Air Force. It was there that she met and married her
husband who is in the Air Force. She eventually went to NASA because
they needed an exhibit planner to run the social media accounts. She
took that opportunity and hasn't looked back. Ms. Peterson said she
was never a good test taker in school, but she had the drive to get
where she wanted to go. I hope you find her story as inspiring as I did!

			Making History
			

By: Casey Dennis

On November 19, Kamala Harris became the first female, black,
Asian-American to have presidential power in the history of the United
States of America. This is because President Biden had to undergo a
colonoscopy. In order for this process to be complete, anesthesia is
necessary. According to CNN Politics, whenever a president goes
under a medical procedure that requires anesthesia, they must transfer
the presidential powers to the Vice President. In order for this process
to be complete, the president must send a letter to the House of
Representatives letting them know that he would be transferring his
powers. When the procedure is complete the president is required to
send a letter back letting them know that he would be taking the powers
back. Although it was only for 85 minutes, Kamala Harris is still in
the history books as the first female, black, Asian-American woman to
attain presidential power in the history of the United States of America.
			
Gabbi Petito Case
		
By: Nora Donahue
This September, twenty-two year old Gabbi Petito was
reported missing after taking a cross country trip with her fiance
Brian Laundrie back in June. Laundrie arrived home from the trip on
September 14th without Gabby, refusing to speak to authorities about
her whereabouts. He then proceeded to leave the house only days later
with just his phone, wallet, and a backpack, to an unnamed destination.
Gabrielle Petito's family reported that she had always kept in contact
with them through text messages and calls. It was very unlike her
to stop updates and calls as she did around the end of August. She
later updated her instagram feed with a singular picture of herself
captioned “Happy Halloween”. This was strange for her because her
usual posts consisted of multiple photos and extremely long captions.
Gabi was later found dead in her trailer by two bypassers
who recognized the trailer from the news. Weeks later,
the body of Laundrie was found in a Florida swamp.    
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News
It’s a Bird, it’s a Plane...Never Mind, it’s a Fossil

			
By: Dana Heckelmann
Scientists have found a rare, nearly complete fossil of a 25
million year old eagle that once flew over South Australia. The fossil
was found at Llake Pinpa. The eagle is called the Arches Hierax and is
the largest eagle, to our knowledge, of the Oligocene period. The period
of time dates back to about 39.9 million to 23 million years ago. The
eagle had feet about 15 centimeters(6 inches) long. Scientists said that
it would have hunted large species, such as some koalas, which were
the same size as koalas today. The bird would also hunt possums and
other animals in trees. The bones also revealed that the eagle had short
wings which made it easy to hunt through trees. The partial fossil
skeleton was made out of sixty-three bones, making the eagle one of
the best preserved fossils found at Lake Pinpa. Lake Pinpa used to be
a lush green forest with plenty of plants, but it is now a dried up desert
wasteland. Scientists are unsure why or when the bird went extinct.

She Wore WHAT to the Met Gala?
By: Micaela Cuccia

This year, the Met Gala's theme was, All Things American
Fashion. The theme left lots of room for creativity and unique looks.
However, this was not the case for some celebrities this year. While there
were some positives to the night, a good number of celebrities completely
missed the theme or looked just straight up ridiculous. One of these
celebrities was Kim Petras.The look gave off horse-girl vibes which is
pretty on theme. However, the dress did not do her justice. Petra's wore a
Collina Strada dress featuring a 3D horse head with a printed skirt. The
look could have been better executed for sure. Another celebrity was Kim
Kardashion. The dress was inspired by Marilyn Monroe’s look in the
movie Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, so at least it was on theme. Kardashian
wore an all black Balenciaga look, which covered her from head to toe.
Overall, it flopped and seemed very disappointing for the Met Gala.
While some celebrities’ outfits were a disappointment, there were
some positives to the night. For instance, Lupita Nyong’o looked stunning
in her denim gown styled by Micaela Erlanger. The gown featured a blue
beaded bodice with layers of billowing denim. Not only was the gown
astonishing, it was right on theme. The dress was a clear reference to denim
in American fashion. Another amazing look from the night was Emily Blunt.
She wore a custom Miu Miu frock that was decorated in a great quantity
of sparkles. Blunt’s look featured a jeweled dress with a delicate fringe. It
also featured an extravagant cape and a dazzling headpiece with stars. The
entire look took inspiration from Hedy Lamarr, the star of the classic film,
Ziegfeld Girl, which came out in 1941. Another celebrity who looked
grand at the gala was Yara Shahidi. The actress wore a beaded Christiasn
Dior gown with elbow length gloves and a beaded cap. The look paid
homage to Josephine Baker and was inspired by one of her custom gowns.

World Leaders Phones Compromised

		
By: Olivia Allsbrook and Reporter
Ever since the advent of computers, hackers have been attempting
to steal our data or find sensitive information through the infiltration of
our devices, but the Pegasus spyware seems to have perfected the art.
It was discovered by researchers in 2016. The spyware can copy your
texts, record you using your phone’s camera or microphone, listen in on
your phone calls, and steal your photos. Pegasus is developed by NSO
Group, an Israeli company, which leases the technology to governments.
The technology has infected hundreds of millions of phones
and actively targets activists, journalists, and important figures.
At first, Pegasus used spearfishing, relying on the target to fall for
a fake email or text message. Since then, it has evolved to the extent
that it requires no response from the target. It exploits something
called ‘zero-day vulnerabilities’, momentary lapses in the security
of new software before they can be updated. For example, a zero-day
vulnerability on WhatsApp meant that you could be infected by just
receiving a call from the NSO Group. The reason these attacks are
so effective is that they are used on widespread apps, like iMessage.
But there is hope. Government officials are working to fight the
NSO Group. Israeli officials investigated the company’s offices
in Tel Aviv. Companies are also trying to protect their products
against Pegasus. The most effective solution is to restart your phone,
which wipes the virus off, although it may find a way back on.
At its heart, Pegasus is a product sold to governments, which those
governments then abuse. Although NSO Group likely developed the
technology to make money by leasing it out, governments want to silence
their journalists, activists, and rivals by using Pegasus. This is corruption
at its deepest and it is a priority that governments cannot monitor their
citizens by invading their privacy. Much as a police officer needs a warrant
to search your home, governments need rules for infiltrating your phone.

Pollution in COVID-19; Big problem andbig questions
			By Amanat Deviki Jain

In 2019, pollution rates were all over the Internet and the news. In
short, it was all anybody was talking about. The main focus was pollution!
After COVID-19 was discovered in late 2019, early 2020, the world became
chaotic. 2020 was the year none of us will ever truly forget, but we must
go back to the problem of pollution. There are questions many of us have
such as: does air pollution contribute to COVID-19 deaths? Do people with
asthma need to take extra precautions? Does the spread of COVID-19 get
affected by pollution? Is the creation of variants impacted by pollution?
A recent study shows that by an estimate, air pollution contributed
to 27% of COVID-19 deaths in China, 18% in the United States, 15%
in Mexico, 14% in the United Kingdom, 6% in Israel, and just 1% in
New Zealand. In the U.S., 15% of COVID-19 mortality is specifically
attributable to fossil fuel-related air pollution, showing that fossil
fuel-related air pollution contributes significantly to overall U.S. air
emissions. So everybody, please recycle! It could save someone's life!
Covid-19 is a respiratory disease that attacks your lungs, but how
do asthma patients and other people with respiratory diseases respond to
COVID-19? People with serious health issues are more likely to have worse
outcomes if they contract COVID-19, this includes COPD, moderate-tosevere asthma, pulmonary fibrosis, lung cancer, or lung transplant recipients.
Now that some of COVID-19 related questions have been answered,
what about the pollution rates in 2021? How does our lockdown and stayat-home environment impact the air quality? After the lockdown started
the air quality improved drastically, and in an unprecedented way. During
the pandemic, there were less cars being used, the Co2 in the air dropped,
air travel also slowed down. One scientist, Joost de Gouw, a chemist at the
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences says,“The
pandemic is just a tragedy, and first and foremost we just hope it goes
away. But given that it’s happened, we owe it to ourselves to study this.”
Air pollution is an issue that must continue to be addressed and I
hope that in the future it will be a focus of the news, people and scientists.
https://www.lung.org/blog/covid-19-mortality-and-air-pollution

https://www.lung.org/lung-health-diseases/lung-disease-lookup/covid-19/faq
https://cen.acs.org/environment/atmospheric-chemistry/COVID-19-lockdowns-had-strange-effects-on-airpollution-across-the-globe/98/i37

			Facebook Changes
			

By: Dylan Williams

Facebook's best days are obviously far behind us. While at one
point, it was a fun way to communicate with people, its creators are
plagued with scandal and arguments. To add to the problems, there is a
new commercial which shows an improvement or effect that Facebook
claims to have on people’s lives. This can not be proven, and many
people argue the accuracy of the statement. The creators of Facebook
are trying new things to get back to their popular status. One thing
that is for sure is that is is an uphill climb with a lot of competition.

Unity Day

School News
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Is the Devious Tik Tok “Lick” Trend Really Worth It?
By: Staff Reporter

https://www.google.com/search?q=space+x+launch&rlz=1C1GCEU_enUS917US917&source=lnms&tbm
=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjJh8ilw-b0AhWETt8KHTLaBBQQ_AUoA3oECAEQBQ&biw=1024&bih=
625&dpr=1&safe=active&ssui=on

			Space X Launch
		
By: Amishi Sharma
Recently on a Wednesday evening, a newly made spacecraft
launched into orbit containing four people. This spacetastic adventure
was scheduled to last three days. During this once in a lifetime experience,
passengers float around within the perimeter of the capsule as it circles
around the planet. This thirteen foot wide capsule travels more than 17,500
miles as it circles around the planet once every ninety minutes. At the
end of the journey, this spacecraft will dive back into the atmosphere and
splash down in the ocean off the coast of Florida.  The crew for this trip
included a thirty-eight year old mega billionaire, Issacmen; an American
geology professor, Sian Poctor; aphysician assistant and St. Jude Hospital
bone cancer survivor; and lastly, a forty-two year old employee who won
his seat to board this launch from a raffle, Sembroski. Sembroski stated
“We’re writing the rules. We get to kind of do things our own way now.”
For all three days in space, the passengers did not have the
availability to shower. In addition, they had to sleep in the same seats
they sat in during the launch. Issacman paid for this trip. He became the
third billionaire to self-fund the trip and fully pay for it. Issacman is also
held a fundraiser to raise 200 million dollars. There was also a St. Judes
(children's cancer treatment and research hospital) fundraiser based
on this mission that has grown to 31 million dollars. Hayley Arceeaux
will be the first person to go into space with a prosthetic body part.
According to a documentary, the 29 year old cancer survivor stated she
was unfamiliar with space travel, but was still passionate and wanted to
inspire other cancer patients, especially children, that anything is possible.
There was enough food in the capsule for approximately a week.
The is very similar food is similar what we eat here on earth. Their diet
consists of vegetables, fruits, preperpared meals, and packed desserts.
This dragon capsule is capable of sending seven people up to space. It is
4.4 meters tall (14.4 feet) and 3.36 meters (12 feet) in diameter. The trunk
is 2.8 meters (9.2 feet tall) and 3.36 meters (12 feet wide). The capsule
is attached to a trunk. The trunk has solar panels, heat-move radiators,
storage for cargo, and fins to provide stability. Also, the capsule has an
escape system in case anything goes wrong. Inside the capsul, there are
three touch-screen displays. The dragon capsule has three different sized
seats along with foam that is essentially molded around the astronuts
body, so the trip into space and back to be as comfortable as possible.
There are oxygen lines along the edges of the capsule that attach to the
space suits to give enough supply of air. There is also a heat shield that is
able to withstand extreme temperatures and help provide a safe trip for all.

On September 1, 2021, a video was uploaded to Tik Tok, by the user,
Jugg4elias. The video showed a disposable box of masks that were allegedly
stolen from a school. The caption said, "a month into school absolutely
devious lick.” This is a dangerous trend on Tik Tok where someone posts
an illegal act in the hopes that they can get others, who see the video, to
follow along and do the same. So far, there have been reports of stolen or
destroyed bathroom objects in California, Texas, and New York schools.
Since then, it became a whole trend and there were soap dispensers stolen,
sinks, and even toilet bowls and a bathroom wall had been broken. But it's
not only in schools. Signs have been stolen from stores as well. Is it really
worth it? These objects now have to be replaced costing a lot of money, and
this also makes life inconvenient for others. And this is a complete waste
of money. Students who follow along and think they’re so cool, are getting
arrested for the stolen property and damaged items. That is not cool!

			New Technology
			

By:Charlotte Debler

With the very intense hurricanes that have happened during the past
year, many scientists have been trying to come up with more efficient ways
to tracking them.  One recent hurricane, Hurricane Ida, hit Louisiana very
hard on August 29, 2021. This hurricane was a category one hurricane, but in
less than one day, it built up speed and became a category four. This caused
many people to lose their homes and lose power. The way scientists have
tracked hurricanes is by flying right into the storm and dropping cylinders
that collect data. But with a very strong hurricane season, scientists want to
find a more efficient way to track hurricanes. A new idea that has come up is
to use research drones. The drones can fly right into the storm where humans
can´t and collect four hours of data. An aircraft would drop the drone in the
sky and when the drone is done, it comes back to the aircraft with all of the
data. The drone was created by Area 1: a private company that specializes
in drones. The drone can track the temperature by the sea which tells if
the area is warm or cool. This new technology could save many people
money and life. Scientists are hoping to try this new technology very soon.

Unemployment Bills Affect Restaurants

				By: Casey Dennis

When COVID-19 hit, it left many people jobless. Small businesses
continue to struggle to make money and people are left unemployed. In
order to help with the high unemployment rates, NYC had decided to give
those who are unemployed money to help pay for food. The jobless have
been given $300 a week. For some this is more than they were getting paid
while working. Understandably, this may make some people feel like they
don’t need to go back to work. With no one coming back because of the
unemployment benefits, business owners have put their money towards
getting robots to help in their restaurant. The robots are used as cashiers,
waiters, cooks, and more! This has actually helped business and made
them more popular. Do you have a restaurant in your town with robots?

Colin Powell Dies of COVID-19 Complications

		

Phoenix Staff

Staff Members- Jack Ahearn, Olivia Allsbrook, Roman Brunetti, Ella
Clark, Kim Colucci, Micaela Cuccia, Charlotte Debler, Casey Dennis,
Nora Donahue, Luciano Falzone, Harry Garte, Claudia Gaztanaga,
Michael Griffin, Dana Heckelmann, Amanat Jain, Fiona Kinney, Jack
Langly,Melina Mirabella, Celia Padala, Tyler Ranger, Lucy Ryan,
Amishi Sharma, Julia Spitaleri, Mary Stewart, Sarah Tusiani-Eng,
Kirsten wiese, Dylan Elizabeth Williams
Reporters: Aydan Eschmann, Madeline Schultz, Fallon Grant, Alex
Lenzo, Claudio Goztanagu, Charlotte Debler, Kayla Setladi, Amelia
Moran, Katherine Maresca, Elizabeth Vitale, Ethan Chapman, Max
Manacher, Chiara Fascilla, Sonakshi Arora
Faculty Advisor- Ms. Feerick
Special thanks to all who were instrumental in the production
of this paper, including but not limited to: Mr. Samuelson,
Dr.Fasano, Mr. Marr, and Mrs. Brillantino.
Opinions expressed are the writers and do not represent
the opinions of the school board, the advisor, or the administration.

				By: Celia Padala
Former U.S Secretary of State and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, Gen. Colin L. Powell died October 18, 2021 at age 84. In a
Facebook post, Powell's family stated that he was fully vaccinated.
President Joe Biden said in a statement, "We have lost a remarkable and
loving husband, father, grandfather and a great American". Powell was
born in New York City to Jamaican immigrants, served four U.S presidents,
and rose to become the first African American and youngest Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and was the first black Secretary of State.
			Isolated Canadian Village
				By: Tyler Ranger
North of Montreal in the Arctic Circle, there is a very small village
which is only available to get to via plane. The town of Puvirnituq is a village
completely separate from the world. The water freezes over the winter so
boats can´t come in, but the ice is too thin for cars to drive on. This is one
of the rare villages so far north.  There are a limited number of flights from
Montreal to the area that supply the town with water food and basic necessities.

			

News/Reviews

The Return to Broadway

				 By: Sarah Tusiani-Eng
After being closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Broadway’s back
and ready to jump back into action. Actors everywhere have been awaiting this
return, many without jobs or income since March 12, 2020 when Broadway
initially closed. Some shows, such as Hamilton, Wicked, and The Lion
King, have already had their first performance on the big stage. People who
commonly go to the theater have anticipated this re-opening for such a long
time and are so excited to get back to seeing shows on the stage after being in
quarantine. Some might even say that Broadway is a part of New York City’s
personality and what makes it the place to be. The rules are that everyone
attending shows must be fully vaccinated. In addition to this rule, all those
who go to see a Broadway show must wear a mask throughout the performance
to keep everyone safe during these times. Everything is falling right back
into place as Broadway makes an amazing return back into everyone’s lives.
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Will GC Schools become Year Round?
By: Chiara Fascilla

Some schools are discussing the option of having classes year round.
Will the Garden City School District be doing the same? Though many students
say no to this, the debate still goes on. Japan has one of the highest education
system levels in the world and have a year round calendar. Will this be the price
us students pay for a more advanced education in New York State? The reason
some places are looking into this is not yet fully determined, but many believe
it may benefit the upcoming generations with more career options. I interviewed  
Mr. Samuelson, the GCMS principal what his opinion was on this. His response
was “ You know what happens when a machine goes unused for two months? It
gets rusty. So do we! There's a real thing called "Summer Slide" which impacts
all of us. The things we know how to do well in June are, all of a sudden,
challenging again in September. What happened? Summer break is long and we
think about other things and then things slip. What's more, we develop a very
strong sense of community and team while we're in school--our relationships
take root and become important to all of us--and then we go away for two months
and that can be tough… But, we have to be just as committed to our wellness
and that means taking time to slow down, too, and the summer really allows
for that. Sure, it does create a bit of "slide" but it's worth it because it gives
us a time to recalibrate...” In conclusion, until the decision is made, we might
never know what will happen. Meanwhile, if more people state their opinions, a
result may sooner be made for our education. What do you think we should do?

2021’s Best Airlines Released By Skytrax
By, Harry Garte

As we all know, all the major airlines have suffered dramatically as a
result of the Covid 19 pandemic. Planes were grounded, staff members fired,
passengers dwindled and airports once known for massive crowds, have become
ghost towns. However, this suffering didn’t hit all airlines. For Example, Qatar
Airways has been increasing their quality and keeping their planes in service.
Meaning, they were able to profit without competition from airlines like Emirates
who have been famous for quality and kindness and operate out of nearby airports.
Qatar was ranked as the best airline of 2021. There are more airlines that have
been rewarded for many reasons. Here in North America, a well known airline has
emerged on top, Delta Air Lines. Delta also won the award for the best premium
economy seats, Known here as Economy Plus. I’ve actually flown on a domestic
route in what they call “Delta Comfort”. And I must say, it was incredible.
Reasonable legroom, comfortable seats and most importantly, friendly cabin
crew. Also, recently an airline that many haven't heard of, Air Baltic has achieved
a 5 stars Covid rating. Meaning you can fly with Air Baltic and a few other
airlines listed on Skytrax website being assured that you are in a safe and sanitary
environment. Luckily, the lowest Covid rating an airline has received is a 3 star
rating. Emirates got a 4. In terms of normal ratings, only nine were bad enough
to have 2 stars. Only one of those airlines is on the North American continent, a
low cost airline from Mexico. Also, there are no 2 star entries from the continent
of Europe. American Airlines got 3 stars this year which is normal for an airline
like American Airlines. Surprisingly, likely due to other things, Delta is also a 3
star airline. 3 stars is actually good. However, JetBlue, a North American airline
famous for its incredible economy class and a Business class called “Mint” that
is insanely nice for a domestic seat, also got 3 stars. They also introduced “Mint
Studio” which is a seat that can literally compete with some luxury European
airlines. Most Caribbean and African Airlines that don't have many resources
achieved 3 stars. Meaning that 3 star airlines can vary between okay and great.
A lot of things can determine an airline’s rating and 5 stars can be hard to
achieve. But these airlines: ANA / All Nippon Airways, Asiana Airlines, Cathay
Pacific, Eva Air, Garuda Indonesia, Hainan Airlines, Japan Airlines, Korean
Air, Lufthansa, Qatar Airways and Singapore Airlines all managed to achieve
the 5 star airline award. And researching these airlines, I think they deserve it.

		

The Theater Chronicle

			By: Amelia Moran
The Garden City Middle School’s annual musical is back and
has finally been announced after all the anticipation! The musical for
this year will be Into the Woods. This musical includes well known
characters from multiple stories such as: Cinderella, Little Red
Riding Hood, Jack, and Rapunzel. Multiple members of last year’s
Musical Revue are making a return for Into the Woods. Over the
last year and a half, theaters and schools have been restricted from
putting on shows or concerts due to COVID-19 and the guidelines to
keep everyone safe. Not even five minutes after the announcement,
the theater kids of Garden City Middle School were bouncing off the
walls with excitement! The directors, Mrs. Menges and Mrs. Augilo,
were held back from releasing the play’s title for so long that now they
are being bombarded with questions. Such as “When are auditions?”
“What will the schedule be?” “How long are rehearsals?” and “When
is the actual show?” All of these questions have been answered at the
information meeting on October 20th. Auditions are being held on
November 1st, 4th, 9th, and 10th. You have to reserve your time slot
on SignUpGenius.com. Rehearsals will be held from after school
until 5-6 o’clock and the actual show will be held in March. So,
if you can’t do sports, want to try something new, or just love the
theater, then Garden City Middle School’s annual musical is for you!

			New Adele
              By: Lucy Ryan 						
After six years, Adele is back! The grammy-winning performer
announced she is releasing her new album, “30”, on November 19th,
continuing to name her albums after her age. Although the singer is
thirty-three now, she started writing the album three years ago; many
think so she could keep the proceeds to herself after her recent divorce.
Adele released “Easy on Me” on October 15th, the first song of her
new album. Within twenty-four hours, the song shattered records,
and set new a record for the most streams in a single day on Spotify.
Amazon Music on Saturday announced that the single had received

A Truly Magical Performance.
By: Madeline Schultz

This
year,
the
GCMS
is
performing
Into
the
Woods
Jr.
for
this
year's
play!
This
production
features
Fairytale
stories
as
in
Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk, Cinderella, and
Rapunzel all together! Here’s how this magical story goes! The Baker’s
father stole magic beans from the witch for his wife, the price they
had to pay, was not having a child, unless the Baker and his Wife
got four items. A red as blood hood, hair as yellow as corn, a cow as
white as milk, and a slipper as pure as
gold. You are in for
a treat! The performances are March 17,
18, and 19th! Buy
your tickets soon! Hope to see you there!

				Gone Gabby

				By: Kim Callucci
Gabby Petito was a twenty-two year old female who was
traveling across the country with her fiance, until it took a turn for the
worse. While Gabby was traveling, she and her fiance, Brian Laundrie,
were not getting along and having arguments and fights while on the
road. She didn't call her parents for a few weeks and became worried
about her and reported her missing.  Later on she was reported dead. A
few weeks later her body was found Teton County, Wyoming reporters
say it was due to a homicide and the person of interest was her fiance,

Vegan Chocolate Bars?
By: Staff Reporter

The chocolate company, Cadbury, announced that there will be a
vegan-like chocolate bar that will start to be found in supermarkets and
newsagents in January of 2021. The ingredients contain milk chocolate
[sugar; milk; cocoa butter; chocolate; lactose; Lecithin (Soy); PGPR; Natural
Flavor and Artificial Flavor]. A little fun fact,, what makes a chocolate
bar, or any food for the matter “vegan” is not having animal products in
it. Therefore, your regular chocolate bar may have an insects leg or two in
it(only kidding). They may contain milk or cream. The vegan chocolate
bars only contain 36% of cocoa solids, as well as sugar. The reason Cadbury
created this vegan chocolate bar was to celebrate the growing support
of the vegan movement, and rooting on their customers to try its dairy
free offerings. Lastly, you can find these chocolate bars in a candy store.
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			Early NFL Predictions

		

      Now that we have already seen six weeks of NFL football, we can
start to make predictions for the main awards and playoffs for the 2021
season. Our prediction for the MVP is Arizona Cardinals QB, Kyler
Murray. Kyler Murray is a dual threat, throwing for 14 TDs and rushing
for 3 TDs. He leads the league in completion percentage and is among the
league leaders in passing yards. Our prediction for the Offensive Player
of the Year is Derrick Henry, who also won the award in 2020. He has
easily been the best running back through five weeks. He has ran for 640
yards and is on pace to break the single-season rushing yards record. The
next award is the Defensive Player of the Year. We predict that Trevon
Diggs will take this award. He leads the league in interceptions with 7;
no one else has more than three. Our prediction for the Offensive Rookie
of the Year is Jamarr Chase. He is on pace to shatter the rookie receiving
yards record and has already scored 5 touchdowns. Patrick Surtain has
been one of the best players on one of the best defenses in the league,
tallying 22 tackles, 4 passes defended, and one interception. Finally, we
predict that Brandon Staley will take the Coach of the Year award home.
In his first year as head coach, he has made the Chargers a contender.
Now it is time to make some playoff predictions. For the AFC wild card,
we predict that the Ravens will beat the Bengals, the Browns will beat the
Chargers, and the Chiefs will beat the Titans. We think that the Buccaneers
will beat the Vikings, the Packers will beat the Saints, and the Cowboys
will beat the Rams in the NFC Wild Card. For the AFC Divisional,
we think the Bills will beat the Browns, and the Chiefs will beat the
Ravens. Then, in the NFC divisional, we think that the Packers will beat
the Buccaneers, and the Cardinals will beat the Cowboys. For the AFC
Championship, we predict that it will be Chiefs at Bills and the Bills will
win 31-24. In the NFC Championship, we think that Aaron Rodgers will
beat the Cardinals in the NFC Championship with a final score of 41-33.
Finally, in the Super Bowl, the Packers will win with a score of 24-10.

https://www.google.com/sea
rch?q=nfl+pictures&rlz=1C1GC
EU_enUS917US917&source=
lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ah
UKEwiJzZmkpq_1AhXKl-AKHbk9CXEQ_AUoAXoECAEQAw&biw=1024&bih=625&dpr=1&safe=active&

By:Luciano Falzone and Jack Ahearn

The Potential Gift Shortage

			
By: Fallon Grant
Toy shops warn that there will be a shortage of Christmas
presents this year, due to Chinese shipping prices and delays, and
warehouse and driver issues. This year the price of fuel tripled in the
last 18 months, which has caused shipping to slow and the price of
shipping to rise significantly, from $2,500 last year to nearly $15,000
this year. Also, due to the pandemic there is a lack of drivers that
need to bring the gifts to homes and warehouses across the country.
Instead, presents could be trapped at ports rather than under Christmas
trees. Toy stores order gifts early this year to solve the problem.

		

Upsets Galore in Week 9
  By: Michael Griffin

Week 9 of NFL Football did not disappoint. There were 7
underdogs that won on Sunday. There were minor upsets like the
Browns (+2), Giants (+3), and Cardinals (+3.5). There were some
more surprising wins like the Falcons (+6.5) and the Titans (+7).
There were two double digit upsets. One was the Broncos (+10) on
the road against the Cowboys. The other was the shocker of the season
so far. The Jaguars (+15.5) upset the Bills in a 9-6 barnburner. Many
teams lost their playoff spots because of these games. The Bears

https://www.google.com/search?q=nike+blazers&rlz=1C1GCEU_enUS917US917&source=lnms&tb
m=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiX9Nmpwub0AhUGVd8KHS3jC3wQ_AUoAXoECAEQAw&biw=
1024&bih=625&dpr=1&safe=active&ssui=on

				Nike Blazers
			
By: Finona Kinney
Nike Blazers came out in 1973. The manufacturer of the blazers
is Nike. The Nike Blazer was among the most popular models for skaters
because of the way the vulcanized rubber sole would stick to the grip tape
of their board. The heavy suede and leather uppers also could withstand
the wear and tear of skating. People that are not skaters wear Nike blazers
too. Nike is number one in global shoes in the world. These shoes are
one of the oldest sneakers in Nike history. Nike blazers were inspired
by the original sketch from the early '70s, This is an homage to how
far we've come with the silhouette, and how timeless the design really
is. In fact, the overall look has pretty much remained unchanged since
its initial debut, proving just how much of a classic this is. Nike blazers
went on sale in 1937. Since then, Nike Blazers have been pretty popular.

“Accident” on Set: the Tragic Death of Halyna Hutchins

				By: Lucy Ryan 				
Halyna Hutchins, a forty-two year old cinematographer died
after an accidental shooting on the set of the movie Rust. The shooter
was Alec Baldwin, the producer of the movie, who accidently misfired
a prop gun. In a further investigation, the sheriff’s department learned
that Kutchins and director Joel Souza were "shot when a prop firearm
was discharged" by Baldwin, sixty-three. Hutchins was airlifted
to the University of New Mexico Hospital, where she passed away
from her injuries. The accident was in New Mexico, at Bonanza
Creek, where they were filming the movie. The sheriff’s department
confirmed that a prop gun had been fired, though detectives were
still investigating what type of projectile was discharged. Crew
members had concerns before the accident, and felt as if it “didn’t feel
safe”. Alec Baldwin had breakfast with Haylna Hutchins’ husband
and son, and his co-workers and family members spoke out sharing
their grief from the news. Alec Baldwin claims there “are no words
to convey my shock and sadness regarding the tragic accident that
took the life of Halyna Hutchins. The news is truly devastating but
many are wondering if Alec Baldwin can continue his acting career?

https://www.google.com/search?q=astroworld&rlz=1C1GCEU_enUS917US917&source=lnms&tbm=is
ch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjBiI_-wOb0AhVmmeAKHVI3CeMQ_AUoA3oECAIQBQ&biw=1024&bih
=625&dpr=1&safe=active&ssui=on

			

Astro World 2021

			
By Mary Stewart
Astro World 2021 was attended by 50,000 people. It did not end
as one would expect, An experience that should have been a memorable
night turned into life or death situation for many. Astro World is a
yearly event founded by Travis Scott that is held in Texas, Travis Scott's
hometown. The theme of this concert was Opening Your Eyes To a Whole
New World. Artists that performed along with Travis Scott were Drake,
Young Thug, SZA, Lil Baby, Earth, Wind & Fire, Master P, and 21 Savage.
When Travis came on stage, the crowd went wild, and people started
shoving and pushing to the point where people were on top of other people.
This caused thirty-four people to be severely injured, over 300 people
suffered minor injuries, and eight people died. The crazy part of all is that
this has happend before at Astro World in 2019. Three people lost their
lives at that event. Will this happen again if there is another Astro World?
Almost half of the people that died were trying to save others who
were in cardiac arrest, having heart attacks, panic attacks, or were crushed
by the crowds and not breathing. Many concert goers have decided to sue.
Travis Scott is now drowning in lawsuits as many have blamed him and his
lack of security at the event for a traumatic and tragic night, yet Scott has
yet to reach out to people who were injured. People have expressed and
shared their traumatic experiences through various social media apps such
as TikTok, Istagram and Twitter. A video was just recently launched of a
body guard telling Scott that people were saying to stop the show because
people couldn't breathe or move and some were even being trampled,
but Scott went on with the concert. People have also made conspiracy
theories about the negative vibe at the time of the concer. Hopefully more
will be uncovered to prevent anything like this ever happening again.

